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Chromosome Segregation: Spindle
Mechanics Come To Life
Chromosome segregation is a mechanical process, and the spindle generates,
and is subject to, mechanical force. A recent study probes how the mechanical
architecture of the spindle allows it to maintain mechanical integrity despite
these forces.
Sophie Dumont

Thespindle isadynamic, self-organizing
microtubule assemblywhose function is
essentially mechanical: to physically
segregate chromosomes. The spindle
generates forces using motor proteins
and microtubule polymerization
dynamics, and it also responds to
forces, for example to position its poles
and chromosomes relative to eachother
[1], and ultimately to segregate
chromosomes [2]. The spindle
self-assembles from a long parts list
every time it is needed, forms a
long-lived mm-scale structure using
short-livednm-sizedparts, and isable to
reorganize itself to self-repair and
correct chromosomeattachment errors.
How does the spindle maintain its
structural integrity and function while
being subject to forces, and while being
such a dynamic and adaptable
machine? The spindle’s material
properties are at the heart of this
paradox— a paradox that has puzzled
me since I first heard all that a spindle
can do. We now have a near complete
list of spindle molecules [3,4] and
have made much progress in
understanding their nm-scale dynamics
and mechanics. However, our
understanding of the emergent
properties of the whole assembly,
i.e. mm-scale integrated spindle
architecture andmechanics, is still poor,
making it difficult to bridge the nm- and
mm-scale activities of chromosome
segregation.
Spindle function relies on both
active and passive mechanical forces,
but only the former have been much
studied. Molecular motors and
microtubule dynamics consume fuel
(ATP and GTP, respectively) to actively
generate piconewton forces per
molecule. These have been the subject
of much investigation at the single
molecule level [5,6]. How motors and
microtubules act collectively, to
generate nanonewton forces and
mm-scale movements, is much less
understood. Howan object responds to
force depends on its material
properties, specifically its viscosity and
elasticity. These properties manifest
as opposing responses to deformation:
they constitute passive molecular
forces that are generated in response
to, and tend to oppose, active force
generators. Compared to
homogeneous polymer solutions,
biological assemblies (active matter)
have a much richer set of nanoscale
components and interactions — and
their bulkmaterial properties reflect this
richness. The viscosity and elasticity of
biological assemblies stem from
specific dynamic molecular
interactions, such as bonds between
polymers and crosslinking
molecules, and these interactions
can be tuned by evolution, and can thus
exhibit complex temporal and
directional dependencies. Probing the
material properties of the spindle is
technically very challenging, and
spindle viscosity and elasticity
have been largely ignored: we
know neither their magnitudes, nor
the molecules responsible for them.
In a recent study, Shimamoto et al. [7]

developed an elegant approach to
measure the spindle’s material
properties and identify their dominant
architectural determinants. The authors
measured the deformation of the
spindle to different externally applied
forces, and from this extracted the
spindle’s viscosity and elasticity [8,9].
These measurements were performed
on spindles assembled in Xenopus egg
extracts, a model cytoplasm that
maintains the physiological milieu
characteristic of egg cytoplasm, i.e.
a living cell-free system. This system
allows physical access to the spindle
without having to penetrate the plasma
membrane, as well as easy biochemical
and chemical perturbations. By
repeating their physical perturbation–
response studies in different molecular
backgrounds, the authors could thus
begin to relate viscosity and elasticity to
known spindle molecules. To
mechanically perturb the spindle, the
authors skewered two microneedles
into it (Figure 1A): a stiff needle was
programmed to move the spindle in
a given direction at a given velocity,
while a flexible needle reported
forces exerted by the spindle in
response to this perturbation. The
stiffness of the flexible needle was
calibrated such that its bending,
measured via imaging, could be
mapped to force. Forces up to two
nanonewtons were applied.
Nanonewtons is an appropriate force
scale for a large assembly like the
spindle, which consists of thousands
of molecules that can each produce
piconewton-scale forces. Indeed,
this is the force scale required to
stall chromosome movement [10].
Roughly speaking, the steady-state
bending amplitude of the flexible needle
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Figure 1. Spindle mechanical elements and their response dynamics.

(A) Sketch of a spindle and its key mechanical elements. Shimamoto et al. [7] probed the spindle’s material properties by using one needle (top)
to controllably move it, and another (bottom) to measure its mechanical response. (B) The spindle behaves as a viscoelastic material along its
short axis. It behaves as a solid (elastic spring) at short and long timescales, and as a liquid (viscous dashpot) at intermediate ones. Dominant
mechanical elements are shown in a grey ellipse and thickness of spring scales with stiffness. Colored legend applies to A and B.
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post-perturbation informs on spindle
elasticity, a solid-like property, while
the time-dependence of its bending
relaxation informs on spindle viscosity,
a liquid-like property.

The spindle is an intrinsically
anisotropic and dynamic structure.
Spindle microtubules are
predominantly oriented along the
pole-to-pole axis (Figure 1A), and
most of these microtubules have an
average lifetime of tens of seconds
[11] due to rapid length fluctuations
[12] — although a subset connected to
chromosomes at kinetochores may live
longer [13] (kinetochore-microtubules,
or kMTs). Microtubules are
inter-connected and spatially organized
by cross-linking molecules that include
plus- and minus-end directed motor
proteins. Material properties of the
spindle must depend on the orientation
of the mechanical perturbation [14,15].
Theymustalsodependon the timescale
of the perturbation because the spindle
can relax and reorganize in different
ways over different timescales.
For example, motors associate
and dissociate their heads over
milliseconds to seconds (depending
on their processivity), while
microtubules shrink and are replaced
over tens of seconds.

As we might except from the
spindle’s anisotropic structure and
function, Shimamoto et al. [7] found
strong anisotropy in physical
responses. When the spindle was
displaced along its long axis, the
force-measuring needle bent, and
relaxed back until it reached its original
unbent position without affecting
spindle shape. The authors detected
only viscosity, and no elasticity, along
the long axis. The measured viscosity
was at least 100 times greater than that
measured outside the spindle. Thus
simple fluid drag forces are negligible in
the spindle, and the high viscosity must
emerge from structural spindle
elements that oppose forced
movements, for example protein
crosslinks between microtubules.
Biologically, it may make sense that
no elastic spring works to permanently
oppose motion parallel to the axis of
chromosome segregation, and that
the spindle is liquid-like along this axis.
If such an elastic material existed,
it might tend to block chromosome
segregation. When the spindle was
displaced along its short axis, the
force-measuring needle bent, relaxed
at similar rates as above, but never
returned to its unbent original position
and the spindle never recovered its
original shape. Along its short axis, the
spindle is a viscoelastic material: it is
not only viscous (liquid-like), but also
elastic (solid-like). This too may make
biological sense. Structural integrity
normal to the spindle axis is required to
preserve the spindle’s shape, given that
no microtubules grow in this direction.
It is particularly notable that the spindle
never relaxed, given that most of its
molecules turn over on tens of seconds
timescales.
The timescale of mechanical
perturbation will determine whether
the spindle responds more like a liquid
or a solid along its short axis. Step-like
perturbations can be used to measure
long timescale responses, and
oscillatory perturbations of different
frequencies to measure shorter
timescsale responses. The author’s
results are striking: the spindle’s
short axis has a solid-like elastic
response to both slow (>100 s)
and fast (<1–10 s) perturbations,
and a liquid-like viscous response to
perturbations of intermediate (10–100s)
timescale. Both spindle viscosity and
elasticity are timescale-dependent.
Spindleviscosity ismaximum(ashighas
that of peanut butter!) for intermediate
timescale perturbations.Meanwhile, the
spindle is stiffest to fast perturbations,
and most compliant to slow
perturbations (while always more
compliant than even Jell-O!).
In order to understand how this

works, the authors consider the
simplest model for a viscoelastic
material (Figure 1B): an elastic spring
and viscous dashpot in series,
connected toasecondspring inparallel.
Fitting the data to this model suggested
that the former spring is much stiffer
than the latter, and a battery of
biochemical and chemical
perturbations suggested which
spindle molecular and structural
components are responsible for each
mechanical element (Figure1A). Spindle
viscosity likely stems from dynamic
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protein crosslinks (Figure 1B, red
dashpot) between microtubules. Upon
mechanical perturbation,
spindle microtubules could relax and
reorganize as microtubule crosslinking
proteins detach and reattach, or as
microtubules simply shrink and
regrow, for example. The latter is
especially appealing since both the
microtubule lifetime and measured
mechanical relaxation times are of tens
of seconds. As for spindle elasticity, it
depends on spindle pole integrity and
likely stems from the rigidity of
microtubules (Figure 1B, springs): the
authors link the rigidity of non-kMTs
(green and stiffer spring in series) to
short-term elasticity, and that of kMTs
(purple and more compliant spring in
parallel) to long-term elasticity.
Repeating this experiment in spindles
assembled without kinetochores and
kMTs [16] would allow us to determine
whether both microtubule populations
do indeed behave as distinct
mechanical entities.

The data provided by Shimamoto
et al. [7] suggest that the spindle can
be a mechanically versatile machine
by exploiting different functional
timescales and axes. Along its long
axis the spindle is liquid-like,while along
its short axis it can be more liquid- or
solid-like at different timescales. Over
short timescales (Figure 1B, left), the
dynamic microtubule crosslinks do not
have timeto relievestrainand thestiffest
spring, non-KMT rigidity, dominates:
non-kMTs, with their short lifetimes,
help the spindle robustly keep its
integrity in the face of rapid yanks. Over
intermediate timescales (Figure 1B,
center), these dynamic crosslinks
reorganize themselves locally and
dominate the response until the system
is equilibrated: if the spindle isdeformed
at such velocities, for example when
a chromosome squeezes through, it can
accommodate big deformations locally
while minimizing an elastic response
and maintaining global integrity. Over
long timescales (Figure 1B, right), the
same dynamic crosslinks reach a new
equilibrium, and the most compliant
spring, kMT rigidity, dominates the
response: kMTs, with their longer
lifetimes, give the spindle a long-term
mechanical memory of its architecture.

The force the spindle exerts back
on its components can thus be very
different depending on how fast these
move, in which direction they go and
where they are in the spindle [17]. Thus
not only do nm-scale activities lead to
mm-scalematerial properties, but these
material properties may inform — and
help coordinate – nm-scale dynamics.
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Tissue Polarity: PCP Inheritance
Ensured by Selective Mitotic
Endocytosis
Recent findings report the selective internalization of core planar cell polarity
components during mitosis followed by cell-non-autonomous polarized
recycling. This novel mechanistic model explains how tissue polarity is
inherited in daughter cells of proliferative tissue.
Nabila Founounou
and Roland Le Borgne

Planar cell polarity (PCP) is an
evolutionarily conserved mechanism
enabling epithelial cells to individually
polarize perpendicular to their
apicobasal axis. Establishment
and maintenance of PCP have been
extensively studied in the developing
Drosophila epidermis [1–5]. Highly
regenerative tissues, such as
mammalian skin, also exhibit the
features of PCP [6,7]. A challenging
task for such proliferative tissue is
to maintain and accurately propagate
PCP information while cells keep
dividing at high frequency. A recent
study [8], published in Nature Cell
Biology by the team of Elaine Fuchs,
addresses this issue in mouse basal
epithelial cells — progenitors that
generate hair follicles and outer
stratified skin layers. In this study,
which combines cutting-edge mouse
genetics and state-of-the-art cell
biology approaches, Devenport and
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